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Procedure 009: 
Collection and sampling of bird feathers 
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1. Aim of procedure 

This procedure describes all the various steps of collection and sampling of bird feathers for the 
Environmental Specimen Bank for environmental pollutants. This procedure describes every 
step of the sampling and handling of samples to ensure that the procedure can be used in a clear 
way. The procedure should cover all aspects of reproducibility, quality and registration of data 
for the sampling material.   
 
 

2. Field sampling 

2.1. Collection methods and handling of samples 
Collection and handling of the feathers should be carried out in order to avoid contamination of 
potential environmental pollutants and protect the samples from any kind of impact that will 
affect their usages as research and reference materials.   
 
The samples should be protected from contact with contaminated areas during the whole 
sampling and handling procedure. Nitrile-gloves should be used as long as it is feasible. The 
feathers should be wrapped in aluminium foil in the field. This package can thereafter be stored 
in an envelope or a plastic bag labelled with identification of the feather. The bag should not be 
sealed (air should be allowed in). 
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2.1. Registration of field data 

For each feather, a collection sheet with information regarding location, time, litter size and 

person responsible for collection should be filled out.   

 

The coordinates for the position of the collection site should be written preferably as 

UTM/EUREF89 (Universal Transverse Mercator) with the zone 33N (epsg projection 32633), 

although as an alternative, WGS84 (World Geodetic System 1984) in decimal degrees can be used 

(Statens kartverk, 2009). The WGS84 system is the reference coordinate system used by GPS.  

 
The coordinates for the position of the collection site should be written in UTM as stated in the 

national maps M711 and preferably as UTM/EUREF89 (Universal Transverse Mercator) with the 

zone 33N (epsg projection 32633), although as an alternative, WGS84 (World Geodetic System 

1984) in decimal degrees can be used (Statens kartverk, 2009). The WGS84 system is the 

reference coordinate system used by GPS.  

 

2.2. Storage before shipping 

The feathers should be stored cold and dry until they can be sent to NINA. 

 

 

3. Transport of sample 

3.1. Packing 
The samples should be transported well packed as stated above (each individual feather or 
collection of feather from one individual should be packed together). The way of packing should 
ensure that the feathers are transported cold and safe for any kind of damages of the material, 
and that the feathers are not getting in contact with any areas or compounds that may 
contaminate the samples. The parcels should be marked clearly with sender’s name and address, 
sent to NINA Trondheim and addressed to a contact person there. 
 

4. Sampling within the lab 

4.1. Equipment and cleaning procedures 

Before sampling, the staff in the lab should prepare the necessary clean equipment, a working 
space covered with clean aluminium foil, pre-labelled sampling glasses and a registration sheet. 
The staff should use clean gloves (nitrile-gloves). 
 
The following equipment is needed for sampling of bird feathers: 
 
 
• Tweezers 

• Scalpel and extra scalpel blades 

• Clean aluminium foil 

• Sampling glasses 

• Nitrile-gloves 

 
All equipment used for sampling should be of either stainless steel or of glass, quarts or other in-

organic ceramic materials. The lids are covered with double layers of aluminium foil. The glasses 
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should be labelled with a unique sample number (P_ID) generated from the database of the 

environmental Specimen Bank.  

4.2. Individual data 
The following individual data is registered: Species, type of feather (primaries, tail feather, body 
feather, down, etc., if possible) and which part of the feather the sample comes from (feather 
shaft (calamus) or upper part of the feather. As far as possible, the sample should be taken from 
the lower part of the feather shaft. The feather shaft should be scraped completely clean with an 
new scalpel (stainless steel) in accordance with Berg etl al., (1966). The sample should be made 
by a salpel cut made so that the lowest part of the feather shaft (the part that was attached to the 
body/wing) stays on the feather. Organic residues from here can be used for DNA-identification 
later. The cut should be through ~half the diameter of the feather shaft. If the feathers are small, 
they can be stored whole. In that case, make a note on the sampling sheet that the feathers are 
not washed and/or scraped. 
 
 The field sheets should be stored in an archive. 
The glasses can be stored dry in room temperature in a box marked with content and name of the 
scientifc responsible person. The leftover material from the feathers should be stored dark and 
dry in aluminium foil, but not air tight. The samples should be labelled with species, year and 
P_ID. If the material should be analysed for DNA later, the material should be stored frozen. 
Otherwise, store the feathers dry, dark and away from any insects that could feed on the material. 
 
 

5. Registration of data, marking and freezing samples 

Data from the field and sample schemes are transferred to electronic format at the 
Environmental Specimen Bank by the scientific responsible person at NINA after quality 
assurance. Every feather or collection of feathers from an individual bird has a unique 
identification number (Fjær_ID) and are also give a unique sample number (P_ID). In the data 
base, information about where the samples are stored will be included. This information should 
include which rack and section of it, which shelf and box where the sample is stored. 
 
The samples should be stored in the Environmental Specimen Bank. 

6. Transport to the Environmental Specimen Bank 
Feathers and glasses should be transported in a safe way to the Environmental Specimen Bank. A 
contact person at Environmental Specimen Bank should be informed on forehand regarding time 
of delivery to ensure that the parcel is received in a proper way. If post or shipping companies 
are used, the parcel must be sent in a traceable manner. 
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